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RED OAK RANCH PROPERTY OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION (RORPOA)  
BOARD MEETING  

Monday, May 11, 2020, 7:00PM 
Virtual Meeting via Zoom 

 
Directors Present: Director(s) Not Present: 
President: Chris Michel  
Treasurer: Maryann Fox  
VP DR: John WeHunt  
VP ACC: Gary Jenkins  
Secretary: Linda Albers  
 
In Attendance: 

● Property Owners (POs) representing 5 properties 
● Managing Agent, Tonya Torres  
● Joe and Sue Laubenstein 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER :  C. Michel called the meeting to order at 7:02 PM. T. Torres taking notes.  Quorum of Board 
and standing of attendees established. Introductions followed. 

● Motion: Accept the May 11, 2020 meeting agenda. Unanimously approved. 
 

2. BOARD ACTIONS SINCE FEBRUARY 10, 2020 BOARD MEETING: The Board conducts necessary business 
between Open Board Meetings.  In compliance with the Texas Property Code (TPC), the Board must report 
actions, decisions and monetary authorization at the following Open Meeting.  

Feb 10, 2020: Executive Session (following Board Meeting) 
Feb 17, 2020: Executive Session (all Directors present) 
Feb 18, 2020: Mar 16 Meeting notice posted to website 
Mar 08, 2020: Feb 10 Meeting Minutes approved by Board 
Mar 09, 2020: Final Minutes with Ethics Policy (draft), 2020 Mowing Schedule posted to website 
Mar 12, 2020: Proposed Agenda emailed to POs 
Mar 15, 2020: Executive Session (Michel, Jenkins, Albers, Fox present) 
Mar 15, 2020:   Notice emailed: Mar 16 meeting postponed due to Covid-19 pandemic 
Mar 17, 2020:   Apr 6 Meeting notice posted to website 
Apr 02, 2020:   Notice emailed: Apr 6 meeting postponed due to Covid-19 pandemic 
Apr 06, 2020:   Notice emailed re Bulk Pickup suspension. https://www.republicservices.com/coronavirus 
Apr 26, 2020:   Executive Session (all Directors Present) 
Apr 28, 2020:   Executive Session (all Directors Present) 
Apr 30, 2020:   May 11 Meeting notice posted to website 

 
3. REPORTS 
 
President:  
Executive Session Recap 

● Feb 10: Motion to authorize review of proposed Ethics Policy by Counsel; passed unanimously. 
● Feb 17: Review Drainage Committee activities.  
● Mar 15: Reviewed Drainage Invoice. Motion to approve FY2020 CPA engagement letter; passed 

unanimously. 
● Apr 26: Motion: Motion to authorize expenditure to rebuild website; passed unanimously.  New website 

will be more secure; mobile friendly; gives Property Owners access to update their own contact info. 
● Apr 28: Landscape revisions at the ROR entry discussed.  Lawsuit status discussed. 

 
Lawsuit update:  The litigation claims related to Red Oak Ranch Property Owners’ Association in Cause Nos. 
17-08-09259 and/or 17-08-09974, both pending in the 284th Judicial District Court of Montgomery County, Texas, 
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have been settled.  As a result of the settlement, any claims against Red Oak Ranch POA have been dismissed. 
If you are interested in reviewing a copy of the settlement terms as it relates to RORPOA, please contact Tonya 
Torres. 
 
Treasurer:  M. Fox reported we are within FY2020 budget for all areas except legal expenses; the CPA FY2019 
Annual Financial Review has been completed and a copy is available to all POs upon request.  The Board 
approved the FY2020 CPA engagement letter.  The 2019 tax return and franchise taxes have been filed.  
 
Verbiage has been added to PO statements as a reminder: In accordance with the governing documents of Red 
Oak Ranch Property Owners' Association and laws of the State of Texas, all charges on your account constitute a 
lien and must be satisfied prior to sale or transfer of property. 
 
Secretary:  L. Albers had no report. 
 
VP ACC:  G. Jenkins reported that activity with the ACC has picked-up. Over the last 2 months, 10 projects have 
been closed and 5 new ACC applications have been submitted. At present, there are 17 “open” projects.  
 
VP Deed Restrictions:   Last DR Inspection was conducted on May 7, 2020. Specific violations and potential 
fines will be discussed in Executive Session. T. Torres will be sending notices for fences that need to be cleaned 
and easement encroachments. POs are responsible for trimming and mowing under and 12 inches in front of the 
fence-lines (shrubberies cannot grow through or overhang the fence-line to a height of 10 feet).  
 
Property Management: 
T. Torres reported that our new contractor, Faust Landscaping, began mowing in mid-March, according to the 
2020 mowing schedule.  They are learning the terrain; learning to avoid wet areas and minimize ruts; modifying 
the mowing schedule around wet conditions; getting clarifications on mowing boundaries and responsibilities. 
Faust has been very responsive; complaints have been immediately addressed.  Report mowing issues to  T 
Torres as quickly as you notice them so they can be communicated to Faust.   
 
Committees/ At Large Reports:  
 
Mowing and Landscaping: M. Fox reported on the condition of the entry monuments. Many shrubs are past their 
prime and crowding the monuments. Monuments need to be cleaned. Unfortunately, delays have occurred.  At 
present, landscaping options are being investigated and initial work will be completed in the next 4 weeks. MD 
Sprinklers completed the spring sprinkler system repair and startup on April 6, 2020.  

 
Hog Damage on Common Area: C. Michel described the extensive damage to Reserve A from hogs. A large 
area to the north and east has been clear-cut and wildlife is likely migrating.  Several POs have installed fences to 
prevent damage; the ACC expects even more fence applications as a result. Faust will be ‘rough-cutting’ Reserve 
A because the deep ruts will damage their smaller equipment.  

 
Drainage Committee:  
 
C. Michel reviewed the accomplishments of the Drainage Committee (DC) since Jan, 2018 and emphasized how 
far we had come.  At this time, there are 3 quotes to perform an extensive engineering study and to develop a 
master drainage plan that will guide us for years to come.  Pressure has been placed on the ROR Drainage 
System- clear-cutting and development creates a drainage problem somewhere else. Joe Laubenstein stepped 
forward in late 2017 to recreate the history; develop new maps; address the effect of the DR Horton development 
activity; verify adjacent drainage designs and proactively impose modifications to benefit ROR; create an 
extensive bid package including walk-arounds with potential bidders to ensure good estimates.  At present the 
Board is waiting on an engineering firm recommendation from the DC to move forward.  Chris requested Joe 
provide additional insight so others can appreciate how far we’ve come and how far we still have to go.  
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Joe Laubenstein (who was also the first president of the RORPOA Board), described that, in the absence of a 
MUD, ROR has responsibility for a designated drainage system platted by the original developer (drainage 
easements). Montgomery County only has responsibility for roadside ditches and under-road pipes (culverts). 
Many years passed without addressing maintenance of the system, sediment deposited, and some dirt-work was 
done.  The current DC was formed in 2018 to:  identify issues and anticipate problems due to fast-moving, new 
development; address ‘pinch points’ (where water leaves ROR); and incoming flow.  The DC led the study with an 
independent engineering firm to confirm that DR Horton’s Section 11 surface water detention system is working 
as designed- it detains and releases surface water flow through ROR as long as 5-10 days after a rain event. 
There’s less water flowing immediately after a storm, but more constant flow into ROR.  
 
Joe described the success getting the outdated MoCo Drainage Criteria Manual reconsidered, which resulted in a 
significant revision. Using NOAA weather stats, showing the intensity and intervals of significant rain events over 
the years, he worked with Judge Keough to redefine 100-yr flood events, a change that will greatly benefit ROR. 
New developments popping up north and south of us will now have to design with more stringent guidelines. An 
industrial site is now being built south of ROR that is being scrutinized for its impact on ROR.  
 
Also, working with ROR POs, both inside and outside the ROR drainage easements, the DC prepared a more 
comprehensive request for proposal (RFP) to prospective engineering firms.  Joe and DC members met with the 
firms, performed extensive walk-arounds, and held Q&A sessions.  Three submittals were received and have 
been circulated to the DC. The DC will convene (delayed by the COVID-19 issues) to discuss the proposals and 
their recommendation to the Board.  
 
M. Fox expressed appreciation that, while she was President of ROR in 2017, Joe volunteered to be the Chair - 
knowing there was a need, but with no idea of how much work it would be.  With his guidance, capabilities and 
sensibilities, there couldn’t have been a better time, in light of extreme development pressures, to do something 
more than ‘just move dirt around’.  She also expressed the appreciation of the whole neighborhood, although it 
‘seems like we only hear from people who have a complaint’.  
 
DR Horton operates its adjacent developments under MUD 139.  Joe contacted them to explore if ROR could be 
included.  Even without  sewers, MUD 139 estimates a cost-prohibitive $6,000 - $7,000/ year for each  property in 
ROR to gain inclusion into MUD 139.  All 117 lots required to join, if it would even pass legal muster.  This is not 
under further consideration. 
 
The RFP will result in a study that determines what we need to do, what the County needs to do (e.g. additional 
under-road pipes, ditch cleanout).  Joe has a good relationship with Pct 2 Commissioner Charlie Riley, County 
Engineer, Dan Wilds- they are awaiting our plan, to ensure an appropriate, comprehensive design on their part. 
Joe emphasized that one of the key areas of emphasis is the ditch extending south from ROR property (behind 
10957 and 10961 LFD) that is restricting flow.  The three bids range from $48,000- $83,000. Joe doesn’t believe 
there’s much difference in the service to be provided but the bid prices may reflect workloads of the firms.  
 
C. Michel expressed appreciation to Sue Laubenstein for allowing Joe this ‘second job’ (and the consuming 
requirements) and for her being part-and-parcel of the progress being made.  Attendee Wendi O’Neill emphasized 
her gratefulness for Joe’s time and expertise ‘even before DR Horton clear-cut  Section 11’. C. Michel thanked the 
members of the DC and all those who have contributed their time and energy.  Joe noted the assistance of Toni 
Collins (on the call), Alan Lane, Wendi O’Neill (on the call), Mary Anne Fryer (on the call), and Board liaison John 
WeHunt (on the call).  
 
Drainage Invoice:   
 
The next discussion involved the same invoice that was discussed in the Open Meeting on Feb 10, 2020 (refer to 
minutes online).  C. Michel recapped: Joe had submitted an invoice to the Board in Nov, 2019, not for every hour 
he worked, but part of those hours in light of how much work, complexity, time and progress was required in his 
role heading the Drainage Committee.  The invoice was for  reimbursable expenses and 161.25 hours at $125/ 
hour, estimated to be approximately 40% of Joe’s time.  Due to her professional network, C. Michel researched a 
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profile of a contracted engineering manager role with similar complexity and breadth, and estimates it would be 
substantially more than $125 per hour.  J. WeHunt, also a P.E., concurred with the likely cost per hour based on 
his experience with engineering project managers.  
 
C. Michel continued.  During past Executive Sessions, the Board agreed on the opportunity to be clearer in the 
role and in the contracting process.  Prior Boards had started this asking for volunteers, but later concluded (after 
no one would step up) it would have to be a paid position, but didn’t actually go back and put a contract in place. 
We did not have a contract with Joe and, at some point, his services extended beyond what could be expected 
from a volunteer.  
 
The Board contemplated payments to Joe. 

○ Motion: Pay Joe Laubenstein $301.95 for reimbursement of out-of-pocket expenses (AGM and 
DC presentations, copying, map reproductions, etc).. Unanimously approved. 

 
Discussion continued regarding the matter of $20,156.25 for professional services.  C Michel believed Joe should 
be paid for some portion of his services and suggested a payment of $10,000.  

● M. Fox was supportive and, as a P.E. herself, noted that the scope and complexity of the drainage issues 
require someone of Joe’s professional qualifications and experience set.  From a governance standpoint, 
she feels that paying Joe is defensible given the Board’s authority over entering into agreements and 
compensating people for the professional work they do (nothing in the Governing Docs of ROR presently 
prohibits paying members of the community).  She expects the Board will get mixed feedback, but notes 
that Joe never gave up in the face of extraordinary challenges. She added, he’s not just a well-meaning 
property owner, he’s technically qualified, degreed, experienced, and sensible. She supports paying 
$10,000 from the Drainage Reserve Fund. 

● G. Jenkins noted the lack of clarity in the transition from volunteer to paid contractor, but agreed with the 
compromise of paying about half. 

● J. WeHunt acknowledged encouraging Joe to assume the DC Chair position after looking around for 
project managers to handle the workload. His industry research indicates that someone else, doing Joe’s 
“part-time” job, would charge ROR $40,000 to $50,000 per year for project management, and would also 
have a steep learning curve about neighborhood history and County relationships.  

● L. Albers agreed with previous comments. 
● M. Fox recommends negotiating a go-forward contract with Joe in a role as an engineering consultant to 

the POA.  
● C. Michel opened up comments to attendees. Each speaker voiced support for Joe and/or concerns; all 

agreed that Joe had done a great job.  A suggestion from a PO was to get a paid-in-full release if the 
invoice is settled for less than the full amount requested.  

● M. Fox elaborated on her accountability in the situation.  M.Fox was Board President when Joe came 
forward to volunteer as DC Chair.  She recalls saying to him in mid-2018, ‘I don’t know quite what we’re 
getting into, but it’s apparent it’s far-and-above what one person should have to handle.  Will you please 
keep track of hours and activities so we can see what amount of effort and diligence this is going to take?’ 
She noted the subdivision has come under a lot of ‘external pressure’ from commercial and residential 
developments that it hadn’t experienced in the previous 20 years.  M. Fox and J. WeHunt had discussed 
getting someone with an engineering background to run the drainage program and lead the development 
of a comprehensive master drainage plan.  

● T. Collins commented that she had worked on the DC and asked, from a legal standpoint, what would 
stop her from submitting an invoice to the POA for the work she had done?  She believes Joe deserves 
the compensation, that he believes a deal was made, but it wasn’t made with transparency.  

● C. Michel commented on the general consensus to pay a portion of the requested amount and enter into 
a contract if additional work is needed.  

○ Motion:   Pay Joe Laubenstein  $10,000 for services rendered to this point, subject to the release 
of any further invoicing on those past services.  Unanimously approved 

 
Drainage Contract:  C Michel stated that a number of folks suggested entering into a consulting contract with Joe 
for professional services going-forward.  Joe has indicated to the Board that he would be interested. C. Michel put 
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forth a motion that the Board enters into a contract with Joe for continued drainage services and that we will 
scope out and be fully transparent with the property owners so they know what the services are and the 
‘not-to-exceed’ amount.  The Board expects the agreement to be at below-market rates and in the best interest of 
the POs.  M. Fox believes that Joe has a “vested interest”.  She expressed a great degree of confidence that Joe 
will continue to work on behalf of all property owners in obtaining a drainage master plan which will contribute to 
maintaining property values. G. Jenkins commented he doesn’t view Joe in a paid professional services role as a 
conflict of interest.  The Board discussed and acknowledged that if Joe entered into a professional services 
contract he could not be the DC Chair. 

○ Motion:   Enter into a professional services contract with Joe Laubenstein, scope to be defined. 
Unanimously approved.  

 
Interim Drainage Committee Chair: In anticipation of the amount of work needed to progress the drainage plan 
and build a budget for 2021,  G. Jenkins has agreed to be a temporary leader of the DC.  The Board is looking for 
a new volunteer DC Chair.  

○ Motion:   Agree that Gary Jenkins be the interim DC chairman. Approved x 4 (G. Jenkins 
recused himself).  

 
Postscript:  Alan Lane subsequently volunteered to be the DC Chair, an unpaid position. 

 
Community Emergency Response Team (CERT):  G. Jenkins reported E1488 CERT was planning to have a 
Garage Sale this year.  Due to COVID-19 measures, it was postponed.  CERT has a storage facility, accepting 
donation of items for the TBD-Garage Sale. Contact G. Jenkins if you would like to donate items.  
 
4. OTHER BUSINESS 
 
Governing Documents 
 
Ethics Policy (renamed “Code of Conduct” in the latest draft):  The policy has been reviewed and approved by 
Counsel, discussed in the Feb Open Session, made available to the community as part of the Feb 10 Meeting 
Minutes- no feedback was received.  The purpose is to give clarity to Directors, Committee Members, and 
Managing Agents regarding expectations of professionalism, conduct, and responsibilities to the POA. 
Volunteers,Directors, and PMA will be required to acknowledge and sign the policy annually while they serve. 
 
The Board and attendees discussed if a property owner could be precluded from running for the Board if they 
refused to sign the Code of Conduct.  M. Fox believes the Texas Property Code would prohibit the POA from 
excluding a candidate who refused to execute.  An attendee commented that it should be a condition of 
participation in an election. The Board postponed approval pending additional review.  A copy of the proposed 
draft Code of Conduct is attached for PO review and comments.  
 
Property Owner Guide (POG) for Property Improvement: G. Jenkins identified the existing POG, dated Feb 
2013, is incorrect regarding headwalls in Section One.  An updated version has been reviewed by the ACC.  It 
provides exact wording from each section of the DCCR pertaining to ACC authority and offers clarifications to 
assist in the ACC application and approval process.  Gary suggests providing a copy of the draft POG with the 
minutes of this meeting to ask for PO comments.  A copy of the proposed draft POG is attached.   
 
Website Rebuild Update:  The present ROR website uses outdated technology and is still being administered by 
a former Property Manager. The Board has recently authorized an expenditure to “scrape” the existing website 
content onto a new platform with improved  security and interface tools.  The new website will be easier to 
navigate and mobile-friendly. Tiny GIANT Web Solutions is in progress and expects to be complete in May.  
 
5. ADJOURNMENT OF OPEN SESSION:  8:34 pm. The next Board Meeting date TBD.  
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6. EXECUTIVE SESSION: 
● The Board reviewed the settlement agreement related to Red Oak Ranch Property Owners’ Association 

in Cause Nos. 17-08-09259 and/or 17-08-09974, both pending in the 284th Judicial District Court of 
Montgomery County, Texas.  As a result of the settlement, any claims against Red Oak Ranch POA have 
been dismissed. 

○ Motion: Authorize C. Michel to execute the settlement documents. Unanimously approved. 
● Executive Session adjourned at 9:02 pm.  

 
 
Respectfully submitted: 
 
__________________________________ 
Recording Secretary 
 
__________________________________ _______________________ 
Association Secretary Date 
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